Genetically encoded click chemistry for single-molecule FRET of proteins.
Single molecule Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) has been widely applied to study structure, function and dynamics of complex biological systems. Labeling of proteins at specific positions with fluorescent dyes is a challenging and key step for any single molecule FRET measurement. Genetic code expansion has facilitated site specific incorporation of unnatural amino acids into proteins. These unnatural amino acid bears bioorthognal functional groups that provide opportunity to install a unique chemical handle into proteins. Propargyllysine is an unnatural amino acid which, when incorporated into a protein, can be exploited to attach commercially available fluorescent azide dyes through copper-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition click reaction (also known as click reaction). We describe here an optimized strategy to combine synthesis of propargyllysine, its genetic incorporation in the protein and click reaction to site-specifically label the protein with azide derivative of Alexa® 488. Later the protein is labeled at unique cysteine residue via maleimide coupling chemistry with acceptor Alexa® 594 dye to yield double labeled protein as required for any single molecule FRET experiments.